LIFE CYCLE OF A BOOK

1. **Proposal & Sample Chapters**
2. **Proposal Accepted**
3. **Submit Manuscript**
4. **Peer Review**
5. **Copyediting & Author Review**
6. **Launched into Editorial Department**
7. **Revision**
8. **Typesetting & Design**
9. **Page Proofs**
   - Proofreading, indexing, & final author review
10. **Books Printed & Shipped / E-book Created**
   - 2 - 4 months
11. **Editorial, Design, & Production**
   - 10 - 12 months
12. **Promotion**
   - Reviews, exhibits, events
13. **Publication Date**
   - Book announced, books in stores
14. **Release Date**
   - Books in warehouse, backorders ship, review copies ship